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Abstract:
It is known a long time (about one century ago) that there is a phenomenon of
“tunnelling”, i.e. passage of low-energy elementary particles through an energetic
barrier which ones could not surmount classically. The phenomenon is explained in
the quantum mechanic framework with aid of the Heisenberg uncertainty principle
and the 1-dimensional Schrödinger equation is used as a mathematical basis for it. A
1-dimensional stochastic toy-model presented in this article permits to guess how the
given phenomenon can be realized in the classic physics framework provided that the
ideas and approach applied for creature of the toy-model will be used in process
creating of a more realistic mathematical model for “tunnelling”. To be more precise,
results of numerous numerical simulations done with use of the given toy-model
testify that there are its trajectories which as distinct from the ones of the determinate
systems can penetrate (and really do) in the domains located behind prohibitive
potential barriers. However the aforesaid trajectory number is very few.
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1. Introduction
As a whole a problem of how determinism and chance interplay each other in

nature phenomena stays one of the most important fundamental questions standing in
front of science up till now. Although widespread systematic investigations directed
to research the given problem are started recently relatively. In doing so random walk
researching is making both in random and non-random environments [1].
Investigations show to researchers’ surprise that a stochastic action of random noise
can more often stabilize a system dynamics behavior rather than inset chaos and
disorder inside it [2-5]. It happens that the random noise insets some order in an
initially disordering set and, in particular, one can initiate dissection of the set in a few
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of distinctly observable clusters. Moreover, connection between fortuity and
determinativeness is much more intimate than people imagine it themselves usually.

2. Materials and Methods
A phenomenological stochastic mathematical model we consider below confirms

the aforesaid sentence completely. We call this model by the toy one due to extremely
simplified assumptions we use in process of the model creation. Before to start the
model presentation, we think we should point out main ideas that are stand behind of
its creating in such a view as it is done below. A usual approach to examine an
influence of fluctuations on the particle Brownian walk dynamics consists in that to
include in differential equations that describe it terms which generate either
multiplicative or additive noise rather than both ones. However one aspect of the
problem ― what is a sort of particles which the noise acts on, ― as far as we know,
was never considered early. Our approach for studying of the particles Brownian walk
dynamics consists in we assume that the every particle possesses certain features –
characteristics among which there are both observable and unobservable; and its
surrounding ― a medium where the particle is ― can and really does influence on
these characteristics. Let us enumerate principal corner stones that are laid down in
the model creation basis. They are following: ) both objects under study and their
surrounding possess some characteristics which are either visible (observable by us)
or invisible (hidden from observation); ) both the objects and surrounding are active,
i.e. they can and really do interact each other; ) this interaction is realized by means
of the hidden characteristics. Thus, a crucial distinction of the model we build from
ones usually examined consists, roughly speaking, in that the model objects live in the
alive surrounding rather than they are simply located within a dead (non-interacting)
environment. It is worth to call attention that this thought does not contradict to
modern notions in the elementary particle physics at least and, in particular, to that of
existence of interaction of the particles with a space-time continuum. As it seems to us,
such the kind model can be appropriated for explaining of various phenomena in both
natural and social sciences. A point is that there are phenomena which appear without
visible reasons from a point of view of external observer. This can be connected with,
for example, that such kind the phenomena are nothing else than a consequence of
existence of invisible interaction between observable objects and their surrounding
which is hidden from an observer. The toy-model permits to understand how it can be
at all, moreover, the one demonstrates one of ways following which the more realistic
model can be created in order that to explain the elementary particle “tunneling”
effect better than that is done by the toy-one. Postponing a real support for the next
statements to further presentation let us pay attention to that, in the toy model, the
surprised phenomena happen when the surrounding provides increasing of quantity of
the object hidden characteristics, i.e. when there is a positive feed-back from the
surrounding to the object. For comparison, in the negative feed-back case when the
former provides decreasing of the latter hidden characteristic quantities, we can
observe nothing surprising repeatedly as if the surrounding and objects do not interact
at all.
Since a terminology applied above differs from that in [8, 9], it is worth to attract

attention that notions “objects, surrounding” used here are equivalent for those
“particles, medium, space” used there. Because a matter discussed below consists
mainly in demonstrating of a slightly more general version of the model presented
firstly in [8, 9] as well as all-round discussing in detail of the numerical experiment
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results fulfilled with aid of this model, we shall from now on use the terminology
applied there the most often.

3. Results and Discussion
The most known phenomenon whose intrinsic nature can be realized with aid of the

toy model is the so-called “tunnelling”― a low-energy elementary particle passage
through a prohibitive energetic barrier. There is an opinion that this phenomenon
cannot allegedly be understood in the classic mechanics framework. Therefore, the
given phenomenon explanation is made with aid of the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle within the quantum mechanic framework. A mathematical fundament of that
quantum “tunnelling” explanation is the 1-dimensional Schrödinger equation (see, e.g.,
[6,7]). This is because that an idea that the “tunnelling” phenomenon cannot allegedly
be explained in the classic mechanics framework is generally accepted. However, this
idea may happen to be some wrong rather than completely true. An argument in
support of the aforesaid thought can serve the results presented in [8,9] as well as their
further discussion here.
The phenomenological toy model we present here permits to understand how one

can explain the wide-known in physics of elementary particles phenomenon of their
“tunnelling” ― penetration through a prohibitive potential barrier ― in the classical
mechanics framework. Since the given phenomenon in its nature is statistical,
obviously that it is impossible to build up its deterministic mathematical model.
Hence, one must concentrate efforts in searching of the stochastic model. In doing so
first what should be kept in mind is that the particles in nature possess certain
properties which can vary or keep in process interaction of them with a medium,
where they are contained. The just aforesaid is taken into account in the simplest
stochastic model that is presented below. In this model, we assume that the particles
have only two characteristics which are unobservable. They are called a “natural
internal frequency” and “vivacity” respectively. The natural internal frequency plays
role of an internal particle exciter. The vivacity role is something like to one that
energy plays in the elementary particle physics. We assume that the medium where
particles are is a 1-dimensional space and that an influence of the medium on the
particles is twofold and an interaction between them realizes in both a visible and
invisible way. Former is straight related with the particle space coordinate and latter is
carried out over its vivacity. As a whole, the Brownian walk dynamics of the particles
that undergo a persistent standard white noise action consists in simulation of this
dynamics with aid of two ordinary stochastic differential equations. The first one
describes the particle Brownian walk dynamics along the space axis and the second
one allows us to describe how its vivacity changes under influence of the white noise.
A concrete form of the expressions using for creating of the model under study is
borrowed from [10-12]. Anyway we research numerically solutions of the following
system of stochastic ordinary differential equations:

2( ) exp[ ( ) ( )] ( ) ( )x t ax t b t x t f t        

2( ) exp[ ( ) ( )] ( ) ( )t ax t b t t c f t            

Here, x , 2| |  , c  be the space particle coordinate, its vivacity and
natural internal frequency respectively. By ( )t is denoted an instantaneous stochastic
force acting on the particle at t . This is the Gaussian white noise with correlations
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giving by the first and second moments ( ) 0t  and ( ) ( ) ( )t t t t    
respectively. The particle is called active (passive) when 0  ( 0  ). It is plain
from the definition that 0c  must be constant, the other parameters can be functions
of x and ,t of course, although in process of simulation of the particle Brownian walk
dynamics we fixed them as constants. Since there is a detail qualitative consideration
of Eq. (1) in [8, 9], we restrict ourselves here only a few principal remarks. First of
all it is worth to pay attention to that when the vivacity is constant, i.e. if the second
equation in Eq. (1) is absent and the active particle dynamics is described by means of
its first equation only, this dynamics then is qualitatively not distinguished from that
of the passive particle. Really, in such the case, the multiplier 2exp[ ( )]b t becomes
constant and, as a constant, it can be included in  . Second, since the medium
influence on the particles is realized over the friction-like terms characterizing the
space resistance to the Brownian particle walk, let us give attention to

2exp[ ( ) ( )]ax t b t  being of main ingredient of the aforesaid terms. Its main
feature is a dynamical dependence on 2 ( )t . This yields a very different medium
response ― resistance to moving of particles having different vivacity. So, at the very
same space point, if 0b  , then the more the particle vivacity the more the medium
resistance to its moving and vice versa: if 0b  , then the more the particle vivacity
the less the medium resistance to its Brownian walk. Thus, a sign of b defines
whether the feed-back from the medium to the particle is negative or positive. It is
evident also that | |b defines the feed-back rate.

Analyzing the numerical experiment results we should note first of all that, in early
times, the Brownian walk dynamics of particles both active and passive seems
qualitatively independent on whether the feed-back from the space to the particle is
positive either negative or is absent at all. In all the cases, the particle frequency
distribution function coincides practically with the normal Gaussian probability
distribution curve which form is wide-known and therefore is omitted here. As a
consequence, a relatively short-time observation of the random dynamics does not
permit to make infer whether an influence of the space on the particle dynamics exists
or not as well as if “exists”, what kind influence ― positive or negative ― then is.
However, numerical experiments with the toy-model give much more facts of interest.
So, watching for the long-time dynamics of both the active particles which undergo
the “negative” space influence and passive ones that non-interact with the space gives
nothing us in the sense that we cannot understand from the particle frequency
distribution function histograms presented to what kind of the systems the dynamics
observed belongs to. A point is that they are practically identical qualitatively. The just
aforesaid is one more argument which explains why the stochastic mathematical
models used usually for the particle Brownian walk dynamics description operate with
the “dead” particles in the “dead” space. These models explain dynamics of the
Brownian random walk so good as former ones and in doing so are much simpler
those. It accords with Occam’s razor principle known also as a law of parsimony
which demands that, for explanation of something, one should use no more natural
causes as both true and sufficient to do this. A typical look of the frequency
distribution function histograms mentioned above being a result of the long-times
numerical computations is shown in Figure 1. It is well-seen from the histogram form
that, even in later times, a considerable number of the particles makes the Brownian
walk within of a respectively small vicinity of their start point while a number of the
others scatters in the left-hand “frictionless” half-space making in doing so a series of
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clusters here. Ending examination of the dynamics presented in Figure 1 we are
forced to make infer that, as a whole, one has nothing that could really surprise. A
propos, the histograms showing a result of the middle-times numerical simulations for
the Brownian walk dynamics of the active particles interacting with the space which
realizes the positive feed-back to (influence on) the particles have the very same form
qualitatively. In comparison with them the histograms being a result of the very long-
times simulation of dynamics of the active particles interacting with the space that
provides the positive influence on ones is much more interesting in fact. One of such
the kind histograms is presented in Figure 2. Considering it, we find one-two rather
than more particles only which tunnel through a prohibitive friction barrier and
penetrate in depth of the right-hand half-space. It is worth to pay especial attention to
that this is a very few comparing with general number of the particles = 3072 . As for
the rest particles 3070 , a character of their distribution function along the space is
like that we watched already in Figure 1. It is well-seen also from the histogram in
Figure 2 that, here like in Figure 1, the most particles make the Brownian walk within
a recently small vicinity of their start point during the course of all time of observation.

Figure 1. Histogram of the frequency distribution functions at time 202.

Figure 2. Histogram of the frequency distribution functions at time 212.

Varying values of the parameters 0b  and 0  we could determine main
features of changing of the toy-model characteristics. So, we have certainly
established that the closer the value of b to 0 the longer the time of simulation
necessary for the tunnelling particle appearance and vice versa: the further the value
of b from 0 the shorter the time mentioned above. In contrast with the just aforesaid,
the higher the value of  the shorter the watching time necessary that one could see
the tunnelling particle appearance and vice versa: the lower the value of the longer
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the observation time necessary in order that such the kind particle could be certainly
fixed. There are many histograms of the particle frequency distribution function
which exhibit clearly that dynamics of overwhelming number of the particles
concentrates within of recently small vicinity of their start point for all times of
observation. One of such the diagrams is presented in Figure 3. We remark in doing so
that the diagrams as well as dynamics generating them are independent on whether the
particles both active and passive and there is the positive or negative influence from
the space on the particles or one is absent at all.

Figure 3. Histogram of the frequency distribution function at time 238.

4. Conclusion
Comparing all what is said above with that is known and/or expected about

behavior of objects in the situation which is simulated with aid of the toy-model under
study we can make infer of nice enough forecasting properties of the model. In
confirmation of the given conclusion let us enumerate forecasts generating of
simulation by means of the model and compare ones with that we watch in nature or
society in fact. First, the model forecasts that if objects under examination undergo a
persistent random force action only, independently of whether there exists influence
of surrounding on the objects or not, the overwhelming number of them “remains”
then, roughly speaking, at the same place where they started continuing to make the
Brownian walk in a small recently vicinity of the start point. The very same behavior
we observe in nature and society. Second, when a medium where the objects are is
non-homogeneous and provides a non-linear resistance to their Brownian walk, the
model forecasts that, after the very long-times dynamics, a noticeable number of the
objects migrates in the medium areas with the minimal resistance level and makes
there a series of clusters. Obviously that such the kind behaviour is in full accord with
a general excepted opinion. Unfortunately, we cannot point out references concerning
scientific experiments that confirm this opinion. Third, simulating of the long-times
dynamics we found that, under appropriate conditions, the model exhibits an
appearance of single objects tunnelling in depth of the space areas that are closed for
their penetration by the prohibitive friction barriers. And what is of special interest
that such kind the objects is a very few comparing with a number of all those. The
behaviour shown above, as is already mentioned, is appropriate for qualitative
describing of process of surmounting energetic barriers by the low-energy elementary
particles. Since a number of such the particles comparing with that of all ones is in
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doing so respecting small, in addition to qualitative accord of the simulation results
with a phenomenon observable in nature we obtain even some quantitative one.
One more important conclusion that the results of simulation with aid of the toy-

model permit us to do is that if one considers a set consisting of huge number of
objects that undergo action of the stochastic force only, then the object Brownian
walk dynamics is such that almost all of them “remains” in a recently small vicinity of
their start point for very long times. And such the kind behavior does not depend on
properties as the objects as their surroundings.
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